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Introduction
September 11, 2001, will always be remembered as a national tragedy in which nearly 3,000

lives were lost due to terrorist attacks in New York City and Washington, D.C., as well as another
potential attack thwarted over the skies of southwestern Pennsylvania. It will be recalled as a day
when first responders, firefighters, law enforcement officials and countless private citizens made
enormous sacrifices that saved many lives and helped give hope to millions of grievingAmericans.

September 11, 2001, will also be remembered as the launch point for a new era of dramatically
increased government surveillance of Americans. Under the all-encompassing banner of “national
security,” spying on the activities of law-abiding citizens in all kinds of ways has risen significantly
since 9/11 and continues to expand as new technologies emerge.

Many people are rightfully worried that the U.S. government is giving itself the power to
gather intelligence on every American that could be used in future prosecutions that don’t have
anything to do with terrorism. Former National Security Agency (NSA) senior official Thomas
Drake was recently quoted as saying that there was a “key decision made shortly after 9/11 which
began to rapidly turn the United States ofAmerica into the equivalent of a foreign nation for dragnet
blanket electronic surveillance.”

Former NSATechnical Director William Binney added, “…the government is accumulating
(significant amounts) of information about every individual person and it’s a very dangerous process.”

TheAmerican Civil Liberties Union has stated that the fear of terrorism is what has led to this
new era of overzealous police intelligence activity directed mainly against political activists, racial
and religious minorities, and immigrants, but also against ordinary people with no police records.

Compounding the problem of the growth of government’s surveillance powers through
advanced technology has been the weakening of previous legal restrictions on those powers. And
with much of the surveillance being done in secret, privacy and free speech rights of all Americans
have been placed at risk.

The establishment of the Transportation Security Administration (TSA), the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) and a variety of other security agencies following 9/11 was for the
purpose of keepingAmericans safe from future terrorist attacks. But the government is now granting
itself surveillance powers well beyond what most Americans believe is necessary.

Americans are the most spied-upon nation of people in the history of the world…more so
than the Russians of Stalin’s era and the Germans of Hitler’s time. Of course, the Internet, smart
phones, electronic medical records and digital credit card transactions have much to do with the
advanced abilities of those who spy.

The U.S. government has been collecting and storing phone calls, purchases, emails, text
messages, Internet searches, social media communications, health information, employment history,
the travel and student records of Americans, and much more for over 10 years.

The government has also been accused of using facial recognition software and surveillance
cameras to track where everyone is going. Of course, cell phones and their makers can do a great
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job of that themselves. In 2011, major cell phone carriers including Verizon and AT&T responded
to at least 1.3 million requests from law enforcement officials for cell phone locations and other data.

Information about a typical American is collected in more than 20 different ways during
everyday activities, according to a recentWall Street Journal analysis. Fifteen years ago, more than
half of these types of surveillance tools were unavailable or at least not in widespread use, says a
professor of electrical engineering at the U.S. MilitaryAcademy atWest Point who studies tracking.

Binney said that the American government is collecting approximately 100 billion 1,000-
character emails per day and 20 trillion communications of all types every year. Add to this
onslaught of surveillance domestic drones, wire taps, smart meters, street cameras and programs that
reward neighbors and co-workers for turning in law breakers and others guilty of “suspicious”
behavior, and you have a “Big Brother”
society that our Founding Fathers
would not have dreamed was possible.

And if all of that were not
enough, it has now become possible for
one security agency to share
information with other agencies with
the click of a button. Simply put,
there’s no place to hide. Privacy and
individual rights go hand in hand,
and it’s no coincidence that in the
most despicable totalitarian societies,
privacy is the first thing to be taken
away.

In this report, we’ll talk about the
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act
and how it will continue unfettered
despite its disregard for the Fourth
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.
You’ll also read about a variety of
different ways the government is
spying on us, including environmental
spying, cell phone spying, high-tech
spying, smart meters, wire taps and
more.

Quite frankly, spying has become so rampant, so technologically advanced and so difficult to
prove that it’s impossible to stay completely under the radar. But there are some ways to minimize
the odds that you’ll be an open book to anyone who wants to find out where you are, what you’re
saying and with whom you’re associating.
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Did You Know...?
• A wiretap report to Congress from the

Administrative Office of U.S. Courts
revealed that each installed wiretap
intercepted more than 3,000 separate
communications involving an average of
94 people.

• It took Apple three years to patch a
software flaw that allowed government
spying on users who installed the iTunes
media player on more than 250 million
machines worldwide.

• Summing up the inability to accurately
measure the amount of secret surveillance
of U.S. citizens conducted by the
government, Senator Rand Paul of
Kentucky placed the number of instances
that the federal government has spied on
Americans in the “gazillions.”



Whatever Happened to the Fourth Amendment?
The Fourth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution states, “The right of the people to be secure

in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not
be violated, and noWarrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation,
and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the person or things to be seized.”

Let’s take a look at how our two most recent presidents (GeorgeW. Bush and Barack Obama)
and Congress have justified violating the privacy rights of Americans.

Once it was learned that President Richard Nixon had approved spying on Americans and
foreigners living in the U.S., complaints led to the passage of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Act (FISA) in 1978. This act required that all domestic surveillance be subject to the search warrant
requirement written into the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution, except for spying on foreign
agents operating in the U.S.

But the PatriotAct of 2001 permitted federal agents to write their own search warrants, which
in effect did away with the FISA-issued search warrant requirement when the foreign person was
outside the U.S. So, if you or any other American sends an email or makes a phone call to anyone
outside the U.S, federal agents may be reading or listening, despite not having a warrant and despite
having no suspicions or any evidence of wrongdoing by you or the person with whom you are
communicating.

It seems very clear that this is a direct violation of the Fourth Amendment, and yet in late
2012, Congress voted to extend FISA by another five years and Obama signed it into law. There’s
no other way to express this. The president and Congress have violated the Fourth Amendment to
the Constitution, again under the all-encompassing umbrella of “national security.”

Cell Phones
Is Big Brother coming after our cell phones? Actually, he’s coming after us through our cell

phones. The government seems to be increasingly interested in our calls, movements and purchases,
and a warrant is no longer necessary to seize our records.

In 2012, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit ruled that using the GPS feature of a
suspect’s cell phone is permissible – without a warrant – to track that suspect’s whereabouts. Earlier
in the year, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that law enforcement agencies must obtain a warrant in
order to place a GPS tracking device on a vehicle. But because utilizing a cell phone’s built-in GPS
does not involve the physical interaction of law enforcement, the appeals court said it did not require
a warrant.

Organizations such as theAmerican Civil Liberties Union, the Electronic Frontier Foundation
and the Center for Democracy and Technology have argued that the Fourth Amendment implies a
warrant is required for cell phone tracking. But suspects will get no help in this area from the Obama
Administration, which has said that Americans have no “reasonable expectation of privacy” when
it comes to their cell phones’ whereabouts.
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You probably have your credit locked (or at least you should). You have locks on your car and
your house. You lock and encrypt your bank accounts and investments. But what is the one thing
that has access to all of these items and knows where you are and what you are saying at all times?

That’s right, your cell phone is rapidly becoming the little spy in your pocket. Here’s how you
can secure it today:

1. Password protect. This will prevent most casual thieves from stealing your info, but 95
percent of people don’t do it. Plus, if a police officer asks for your phone, you are not
obligated to provide the password. For smart phones, apps such as Lookout can be
programmed to back up your data and help you find a lost phone.

2. Encrypt your data.GadgetTrak offers a service that will encrypt your data and back it up
in the cloud. There are ways around encryption, but this will stop 99 percent of hackers.

3. Wipe it remotely.What if someone steals your phone and goes to work hacking into it and
obtaining your passwords, financial information and recent whereabouts? Just use
GadgetTrak, SeekDroid orWebroot to remotely wipe your phone’s data. This can be done
from your home computer.

These days, we have to remember that the more access we have to our information, the more
access everyone else has to it. And companies such as Apple, Amazon, Google and Microsoft are
making sure that all of their devices are connected seamlessly. Hackers could access one service
and use its features to hack into our other services to steal our information or completely wipe out
our data.

Keep your various devices and services separated as much as possible to limit the damage one
lost item can do to you and your family.

Counterrorism Targeting More Than Terrorists
______________________________________________________________________

Question: What could happen when a guy goes into a store and buys some chemicals
for his child’s science fair project, and while he’s there, also picks up a
timer for his sprinkler?

Answer: He could go on a terrorist watch list.
______________________________________________________________________

If that sounds like a joke, it isn’t. Thanks to the results of a meeting of U.S. intelligence
officials in the White House Situation Room in March 2012, counterterrorism officials have
succeeded in establishing a legal government dragnet that sweeps up records about U.S. citizens,
including those suspected of no crimes.

Previously, the National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC) was barred from storing
information about ordinary Americans unless they were terror suspects or were related to
investigations. But now the NCTC is allowed to copy entire government databases, including those
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housing flight records, names of Americans hosting foreign exchange students and many others.
And it can keep data about those innocent citizens for five years in order to analyze it for suspicious
patterns of behavior.

One former senior administration official called this new law “breathtaking” in its scope.
Even the former chief privacy officer of the Department of Homeland Security argued against it due
to its potential for intruding into the lives of law-abiding U.S. citizens.

But legally it does not appear that privacy advocates can successfully fight this. When it
passed the Federal PrivacyAct in 1974, Congress was trying to prevent government agencies from
going through government files indiscriminately, but it turned out the act had no teeth. And the
Fourth Amendment to the Constitution, which states that searches of persons, houses, papers and
effects should not be conducted without probable cause, doesn’t help either because it does not
cover records that the government creates in the normal course of business with citizens.

Hi-Tech Ways We’re Being Spied On
It’s almost mind-boggling how much time, energy and money is being spent by the

government on efforts to spy onAmericans. In September 2013, a $2 billion data center in Utah is
expected to be completed. Its purpose is to trackAmericans’ phone communications, emails, credit
card purchases and much more.

Homeland Security is already reading our Facebook messages, tweets and other social
networking site communications, and the department is seeking contractors to build software
capable of reading through what it refers to as “publicly available social media.”

It’s just a matter of time before Congress passes a bill that will require Internet service
providers to keep files on its users, including Internet destination history information. The Hawaii
state legislature proposed just such a bill in 2012 before withdrawing it, but similar bills are being
considered.

During the first half of 2012, according to a Goggle transparency report, the U.S. government
sent 7,969 requests to Google to disclose user data, naming 16,281 users. Google complied with 90
percent of those requests. Requests to remove content from Google servers was up 70.9 percent
worldwide from the previous reporting period, with the U.S. leading the way in the total number
of requests.

Tracking Us Through Our License Plates
As surveillance technologies simultaneously grow in sophistication and decline in cost, the

government and law enforcement officials are adopting them to keep track of where you are and
what you’re doing…even if you are not suspected of any crime. For example, police in some cities
are routinely tracking vehicles through the use of cameras mounted on patrol cars that record the
license plate number and the time and location of the vehicle when the photo was taken.

In recent years, the Department of Homeland Security has distributed more than $50 million
in federal grants to law-enforcement agencies for automated license-plate recognition systems. An
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estimated 37 percent of large U.S. police agencies use automated plate-reading systems, as revealed
in a 2010 study. According to the Wall Street Journal, the Riverside County Sheriff's Department
in California captured approximately 6 million license-plate scans, including 2 million unique
plates, during a two-year period ending in the summer of 2012.

The International Association of Chiefs of Police has weighed in with concerns about this
method of surveillance. Saying that it could raise First Amendment concerns, the association
recommended that its members establish more specific criteria for granting access to the information
obtained in these scans and to designate it for official use only.

Police can generally obtain license-plate databases without a judge’s approval. And while
those databases don’t contain names and addresses of vehicle owners, that information is available
from separate state Department of Motor Vehicle databases. Law-enforcement officers say they
only use this technology to track down stolen cars, collect unpaid tickets and identify the vehicles
of suspected criminals, but the potential for abuse is clear.

While many police departments use license-plate scanners regularly, some states such as New
Hampshire have banned them. Maine requires data to be purged after 21 days unless it is part of an
investigation, while New Jersey requires officers to have “specific and articulable facts” of “possible
criminal or terrorist activity” before looking up a car owner.

Domestic Drones
The U.S. uses unmanned aircraft to hunt for terrorists in Pakistan and elsewhere, but it’s just

a matter of time before similar drones appear in the skies above the U.S. Now that the U.S. Congress
has passed the Federal Aviation Administration Modernization and Reform Act, thousands of
unmanned drones are slated to appear in American skies by 2015.

A Brookings Institution fellow argues that there is a lot to be alarmed about with this new
program, including determining who is eligible to fly the drones and where. Safety is a concern, as
at least two drones crashed in the U.S. in 2012 – a Navy drone in Maryland and a county police
department drone in Texas – and there have already been cases of drones being hijacked remotely.

Of course, privacy concerns are already being voiced about the situation. Drone technology
should be used to catch terrorists, spy on foreign enemies, protect our soldiers and keep U.S. citizens
safe, not to spy on, scare or entrap people. We need to let our lawmakers know how we feel about
this.

U.S. RepresentativeAustin Scott, a Georgia Republican, has crafted legislation to restrict the
use of government-operated drones over U.S. soil. It would require a warrant for drones to gather
evidence in criminal investigations or to search for regulatory violations.

“We’re not opposed to the use of drones,” Scott said. “But their use has to be consistent with
the established rules with regard to search and seizure. The same thing that you would have to
obtain to use a wiretap, you would have to have for the use of a drone. This has the potential to be
a huge invasion.”
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Smart Meters
Do you remember the Saturday Night Live skit in which Lily Tomlin played a telephone

operator? Her classic line, used whenever someone would call to voice a complaint, was, “We don’t
care.We don’t have to.We’re the phone company.”We laughed because it was so true.When people
are dependent on a monopoly, they’re pretty much stuck.

Of course, phone companies today can’t get away with that attitude because they have too
much competition. But in the vast majority of areas, there is no power company choice. As long as
you are dependent on the power grid, you’re stuck with one power company that has free rein to
treat you however they want to.

There are many reasons why it makes a lot of sense to get off the power grid, including saving
money, being able to run your electrical items without interruption during blackouts and gaining a
strong feeling of independence from the huge power monopolies who want to control you and
everybody else.Another very important reason to leave the grid behind for patriots such as us is the
“smart meter.” Some people call it the “dumb meter,” but power companies will think they’re smart
for coming up with it if it can save them money.

These electrical meters record consumption of electric energy and communicate that
information back to the utility for monitoring and billing purposes. Advanced metering
infrastructure devices can also be used for measuring water and natural gas consumption. On the
surface, they don’t sound too bad. They measure power usage in real time (or close to it), they
notify the utility of a power outage and they communicate the quality of the power being consumed.

But there are plenty of reasons to be concerned about these smart meters, including reasons
connected with security and privacy. Most security concerns focus on the relative ease with which
wireless technology can be hacked, as well as the remote control “kill switch” that has been
incorporated into smart meters. Agencies have been accused of sweeping smart meter plans under
the carpet to avoid public input and obtain approval by using the term “smart grid.”

Privacy concerns hone in on the collection of personal data about users and their energy habits,
not to mention the potential of that data being shared without the knowledge or permission of
consumers.

The concerns of consumers and government officials to smart meters are being heard through
reviews of smart meter programs, moratoriums, delays and “opt-out” programs. A Hawaii utility
recently changed its smart meter program to “opt in” following the voicing of concerns and a
lawsuit, and the Public Utility Commission of Maine determined to allow customers to opt out of
the meter change at a cost of $12 a month after many complaints about the potential of health,
hacking and privacy issues with the wireless digital devices were expressed.
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Environmental Spying
Have you ever been driving along a rural road and seen a small plane flying over a field of

cattle? Seems like a beautiful, pastoral scene, right? It might be. Or it could be that the inhabitants
of the plane are members of the Environmental ProtectionAgency (EPA) shooting photos and video
in search of environmental violations.

In 2012, Midwest cattle farmers complained about the spying, but the EPAdefended the flights
as necessary to enforce the law setting standards for how cattle feedlots are to dispose of manure
to avoid water pollution. Cattle farmers stated that photos taken from high in the air could result in
faulty assumptions.

In a letter to the EPA, three members of the Nebraska House of Representatives stated that the
flights were raising privacy concerns and questioned the statutory authority for the flights. They also
wanted to know who was being inspected and why, what was being done with the photos and videos,
and whether the EPAwas looking for any violations unrelated to the Clean Water Act.

Previous encounters between cattlemen and the EPAhave included theAmerican Farm Bureau
Federation suing the agency in 2011, and several states complaining about what they called the
EPA’s excessive regulations.

Outsourcing Government Spying
Despite the Patriot Act, laws that limit government spying on U.S. citizens still exist. But

their effectiveness is being compromised by private sector companies that gather significant
amounts of information about individuals and businesses, and then sell that intelligence to the
government. Basically, it’s an end run around the Privacy Act.

The companies use a variety of sources, including credit bureaus, marketers and regulatory
agencies to gather huge databases on hundreds of thousands of individuals and businesses. The
FBI and other government agencies claim that the information they obtain from such companies has
enabled them to prosecute thousands of criminals.

Ratting Out Your Neighbors
Many police departments across the country have had tip lines open for some time, which

citizens can use to report what they perceive as crimes being committed in their neighborhoods.

Now, ratting out your neighbor has gone high-tech.With apps such as the SuspiciousActivity
Reporting Application, people can use their smart phones to anonymously let police departments
know about everything from drivers running stop signs, to homeowners watering their lawns when
they’re not supposed to, to neighbors receiving suspicious looking packages in the mail.
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What’s Next?
As technology continues to advance by leaps and bounds, there’s no telling what form

government spying will take five years from now. If the government has its way, perhaps we’ll all
be hypnotized into turning ourselves in for every minor infraction imaginable. In the meantime,
here’s a quick look at a few emerging technologies being used to keep an eye on us:

• Digital Human Tracking Tags. So far, human tracking implants have been used mainly
for medical purposes, but would it surprise you if soon every child born in the U.S. is
implanted with a microchip so that they can always be located?

• Laser Listeners. This eavesdropping device uses a beam of laser light that can be aimed
at the window of a house. When it bounces off an object in a room, it can be read by an
optical receiver, reproducing the conversation in that room.

• Compliance Software. Using intimidating strategies such as warning companies that
penalties could be severe for non-compliance with the Patriot Act, high-tech firms are
selling compliance software to private companies which then identify and report
“suspicious” purchases made by their customers.

Conclusion
Some people may wonder, is it really so bad if the government is spying on us and knows

pretty much everything about us? After all, if we have nothing to hide, why should it matter? If
government spying results in catching the bad guys and leaving us good guys alone, how has it
hurt anything?

But do we really trust the government – both as it exists now and what it will become in the
future – to always have our best interests at heart? If we do, then maybe government spying won’t
concern us to a high degree. But if the time comes when our special interests, political opinions or
religious beliefs become distasteful to the government, those who now have a blind faith in the
government may be singing a very different tune.

Former Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis once wrote, “Freedom to think as you will and
to speak as you think are means indispensable to the discovery and spread of political truth.”

The government is supposed to work for us, not intimidate and control us. The threat of
constant spying has the effect of making many of us tone down our rhetoric, or perhaps avoid
contentious dialog altogether. When people don’t speak out with dissenting opinions, the
government will assume those opinions don’t exist. To have any chance of fulfilling the American
dream, Americans need to be free to express their opinions without fear of government reprisal.

Washington Post reporter Robert O’Harrow, Jr., wrote in his book titled, No Place to Hide,
“Surveillance comes with a price. It dulls the edge of public debate, imposes a sense of conformity
and introduces the uneasy feeling of being watched. It chills culture and stifles dissent.”

Amen to that.
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